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Letter from the Editor
Hey readers! Thanks for reading this
magazine. For those of you new to
this publication, this is Tsunami
fanzine. It’s a magazine created by
current and former members of Terrapin Anime Society, a student organization at the University of Maryland, College Park. These anime,
manga, and cosplay fans produce articles, news, reviews, editorials, fiction, art, and other works of interest
that are specifically aimed towards
you, our fellow fan, whether you’re
an avid otaku...or someone looking
for some time to kill. ...Hence the
word “fanzine.”
This year, I decided to give Tsunami
a sort of “TIMES Magazine” look. I
thought it’d look nice and classy, and
I hope you see it the same way. Unfortunately, since I can no longer be
an officer if I am no longer an undergraduate at UMD (I graduated this
May with an English degree), this
will be the first, and last, Tsunami issue I’ll have the pleasure of working
on.
Even worse, the future of Tsunami
fanzine seems in doubt. All four of
the past club officers (President Ary
Widdes, Treasurer Robby Blum,
Vice President Lucy Qian, and myself) are unable to stay on as officers
(because of graduation, grad school,
etc.). Only one new officer has been
elected, and that man is Matthew
McDonald, the new president. Matthew will see to it that the club stays
intact next year...and, hopefully, at
a later time, a new Editor-in-Chief
shall be appointed to take my place.
2

In any case, I’d like to thank Steven Chan and Gregory Ambros for
their contributions to this year’s issue, and Kristen McGuire for her
lovely artwork. I’d also like to thank
Robby Blum and former editor Julia
Salevan for their advice and help in
getting this issue produced. In addition, it was a pleasure working with
my fellow officers Ary, Robby, and
Lucy. Lastly, I want to thank past
contributors and club members who
made the production of past issues
possible, and all the members that I
had the pleasure of getting to know
and meet in my lone year as Editorin-Chief, and in my two years as a
club member with Terrapin Anime
Society. Contrary to appeareances,
I’m glad to have gone down to the
Hornbake Library at College Park,
Nonprint Media Services, in a darkened classroom...watching and discussing anime with my fellow club
members on Sunday nights for a few
hours before sitting down on occasion with them for a late meal at
China Cafe, along Route 1.
Readers, thank you again for reading this fanzine. Whether you’re an
otaku, a former/current member of
Terrapin Anime Society, Tsunami
contributor...or, perhaps, someone
with little to no experience in the
world of anime, manga, and cosplay...such as myself, I hope you
find some sort of pleasure in reading
this year’s issue of Tsunami fanzine.
Enjoy!
Chris Yi
Editor-in-Chief
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Anime

Hollywood “Whitewashing” Akira?

Anger might be appropriate
when anime fans see Hollywood
attempting live-action adaptations
of influential anime films, like
Katsuhiro Otomo’s Akira (1988).
Unfortunately, it goes the same
way when Hollywood supposedly
discriminates on the basis of race,
which is how Star Trek (TV) actor
George Takei and others felt when
a “short list” of actors rumored for
the two lead roles became public.
Warner Bros. is being accused of
“whitewashing” their live-action
adaptation of Akira with Caucasian actors, while avoiding Asian
ones. The “short list” includes
Robert Pattinson (bottom right)
of Twilight, Andrew Garfield from
The Social Network and the upcoming Spiderman reboot, James
McAvoy (upper right) from XMen: First Class, Garrett Hedlund
from TRON: Legacy, Michael Fassbender (also from X-Men: First
Class, plus Inglourious Basterds),
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Chris Pine from Star Trek (film),
Joaquin Phoenix (Walk The Line)
and Justin Timberlake (bottom
left) from The Social Network. In
response, Takei supported “Don’t
Whitewash AKIRA,” a petition on
Facebook that people can sign to
let Warner Bros. know that they
prefer Asians to be cast as the lead
actors.
Oddly enough, shortly afterwards,
Keanu Reeves (technically partAsian) became involved in talks to
be in the film. However, they fell
through, and the producers went
back to the actors they previously
looked at. From Hollywood’s perspective, it’s possible that the producers were simply thinking about
getting the best, young acting talent on their lists, and not about
race. However, on the other hand,
if there was ever a time to have
an Asian cast, wouldn’t it be for a
movie like this?

TSUNAMI

Anime fans supporting an Asian
cast may be able to take some solace in the fact that the producers
(one of them being Leonardo DiCaprio) are taking Akira’s production seriously, as evidenced by the
talent mentioned above…in addition to the $140M-$200M projected production budget. As for fans
who don’t support this live-action
adaptation at all? Although director Albert Hughes (The Book of Eli)
is no longer attached to it, Warner
Bros. is aggressively looking for
someone to replace him. It hopes
to produce the movie this year or
early next, and make a total of two
films, covering each half of the sixvolume manga series. …And shift
the plot from Neo-Tokyo to NeoManhattan.
Sources: Collider, Comics Alliance, Deadline.com, Wikipedia
(online)

Images: McAvoy - http://mysticallabyrinth.blogspot.com, Timberlake - http://jollypeople.com, Pattinson - http://twilightsaga.wikia.com, Akira http://jfilmpowwow.blogspot.com Akira and all related images © Katsuhiro Otomo
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Supreme Court favors video games industry
Video game fans won a big case
last month. The US Supreme
Court ruled 7-2 in favor of the
video games industry when it
took a second look at a proposed Californian law last April.
Signed by Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger in 2005, this law
banned the sale or rental of ex-

cessively violent video games to
children and teenagers under the
age of 18. Retailers would have
faced fines of up to $1,000 for
breaking this law. The Supreme
Court reasoned that video games
are protected under the First
Amendment: “Like protected
books, plays, and movies, [vid-

?

"Unfortunately, the majority of
the Supreme Court once again
put the interests of corporate
America before the interests of
our children. As a result of their
decision, Wal-Mart and the
video game industry will continue to make billions of dollars
at the expense of our kids' mental health and the safety of our
community. It is simply wrong
that the video game industry can be allowed to put their
profit margins over the rights
of parents and the well-being of
children.”

eo games] communicate ideas
through familiar literary devices
and features distinctive to the
medium. And ‘the basic principles of freedom of speech . . .
do not vary’ with a new and different communication medium.”

News

Images: Mario - http://www.iconspedia.com, Peach - http://www.giantbomb.com. Super Paper Mario © 2007 Nintendo/INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS.

™

Games

“This was a bad law to begin
with. …It could have effectively made ALL games M-rated
games, because publishers would
have been rightly nervous about
“under-labeling” their titles and
facing the wrath of the state... A
cartoon plumber lands on top of
an anthropomorphic mushroom
and crushes it to death? Hmmm.
Better label it “M”.
Ken Levine
Creative Director and Cofounder of Irrational Games
Sources: IGN, CNN, LA Times

California senator Leland Yee
(Dem.), author of the proposed
law
MECHA EDITION
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News

JManga.com unveiled at Comic-Con

Watch out, manga scanlation sites…the Digital Comics Association is in town. On Friday, July 22nd, this
group of 39 Japanese manga publishers revealed “the
world's first official manga portal” at Comic-Con in San
Diego with the website JManga.com. This is considered
part of the Japanese manga publishing industry’s strategy of getting rid of popular, yet illegal, manga scanlation
sites that put up scans and translations of manga online
without paying the manga creators. JManga.com will
first be available on August 17th to US users, and then
expand its availability to other countries afterwards.
Besides manga, the website will have social networking features and original content, including wallpapers,
interviews with authors, and the opportunity for readers to ask manga creators questions. Readers may even
be able to switch between reading Japanese and English

text. JManga will have a mix of well-known and lesserknown manga titles, including some that were previously licensed for the US. Although prices are yet to be
determined, the panel said that there would be a large
amount of free content available on the website. It remains to be seen how JManga.com will compare with
the large collection and variety of manga that manga
scanlation sites offer to online readers right now, but it’s
certainly a breakthrough for legal scanlation sites…and
an issue for illegal ones to keep an eye on.
Sources: About.com, http://www.comicbookresources.
com
Images: JManga - http://www.jmanga.com, Comic-Con
- http://smarterware.org

Music/Convention

Miku and “bomb” make debut
It’s usually not good news when you’re told that
a major guest for the largest anime convention
in North America is not going to be there in the
flesh. However, when your guest is Japanese vocaloid Hatsune Miku (left), it doesn’t sound bad at
all…and actually makes sense. Earlier this month
at the 20th annual Anime Expo in Los Angeles,
this virtual android singing sensation made its
first “live” performance in the United States. Vocaloids like Miku are created with the help of holographic and computer animation, and vocals that
are computer-generated. And, yes, musicians in the
form of human beings performed as well, such as
Japanese pop band Nirgilis, female trio Kalafina
and actor-singer Vic Mignogna. It may seem odd
to some people that something as unreal as Hatsune Miku is popularized and admired by others in
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the real world. However, her fans
would argue that her vocals offer limitless musical possibilities,
reaching notes that most human
beings can’t reach. Her futuristic
and cutesy aesthetic exterior also
provide inspiration for fan-made
drawings and music videos, as
well as the fictional universe that
comes with these creations. In any
case, anyone would gladly take the

vocaloid’s appearance over that of
a bomb threat, which occurred
earlier in the morning on the same
day of Miku’s debut. Convention
attendees were forced to evacuate the convention center’s South
Hall lobby so that the LAPD bomb
squad could investigate reports of
a “suspicious crate.” Less than an
hour later, the police discovered
that the “crate” was a “basket be-

Source: LA
Times
Image: Otaku http://comics.
gearlive.com

Sources: LA Times, LA Weekly,
Anime Expo
Images: Miku - http://floweringpark.blogspot.com, Bob-omb
- http://www.mariowiki.com/
Main_Page

Tidbits

July 4 (Mecha…related?): Despite poor

Feb. 24
(Otaku):

“America’s
Greatest
Otaku,” an
eight-episode
web series (part
reality show, part
documentary),
debuted on
Hulu.

longing to a homeless person,”
according to Anime Expo spokesman Jim Yeager. It contained “a jug
of water and a brown paper bag.”

reviews for Michael Bay’s Transformers: Dark
of the Moon (“impressive special effects, but
loud, bloated, and with thin script”), it has
“biggest Independence Day holiday opening
weekend ever and the third largest global debut in history,” at $116.4M and $379M respectively.
Source and image: Rotten Tomatoes
Source: Anime News Network
Image: http://www.projectsaber.com

June (Anime): Durarara!!
debuted on Adult Swim
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Talk to the hand

Kallen Kozuki prepares to fire from
the right hand of her Guren Mk-II
mecha in the 2006 anime series Code
Geass.
8
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Yi. Code Geass and all related images
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A Few Good Men

in Metal

The Politics of Mecha Anime
By Greg Ambros
It is safe to say that the most defining aspect of the mecha genre
is the action. After all, one cannot
have an anime with a focus on giant
robotic fighting machines and not
have them actually fight. That would
be beyond boring. But there is one
aspect that is both seen and unnoticed by most fans of the genre: the
political element. In animes like the
Gundam franchise and Code Geass,
while the giant robots fight for the
fate of humanity on the field, there is
an undercurrent of political intrigue,
from both the creators of these animes and the characters themselves.
Just when you thought you could
escape the boring world of politics
for a world of explosions and beam
swords, they pull you back in.
There is little argument that
the Gundam franchise, and its gallery of combat vehicles, is the quintessential mecha series. It has gotten to the point where it is, for all
intents and purposes, the standard
by which all other mecha series are
gauged. The standard gets fudged
a bit when new Gundam series get
produced, but again, this is for all
intents and purposes. With that in
mind, series tend to incorporate
similar themes as Gundam (i.e. war
10

and its effects on politics and people). The focus of the series see-saws
back and forth between the pilots of
these machines engaged in combat
and their commanders. One makes
the decisions for war and the other
carries out those decisions. This
has been explored before countless
times in other mediums, but not
so much in a genre that is ostensibly action-oriented. No matter how
much a mecha series tries to focus
on the action, it simply cannot break
away from the reasons for the action
in the first place, which are inevitably political.
Let us first state the obvious:
mechas are weapons. In the animes
in which they inhabit, they are more
or less the only effective combat vehicle, despite the fact that in the real
world, they would be resource-intensive, unwieldy, and easy targets.
For example, a bi-pedal mechanized
platform mecha might be good on
rugged terrain. However, the fact
that it uses legs limits its speed considerably and, considering that even
a small tank can be easily taken out
by close-air support, a robot the
size of the Washington Monument
would be easy pickings for even
the most nearsighted of fighter piTSUNAMI
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lots. And let us not even mention
the amount of support needed to
keep it running. A tank platoon of
four would require a convoy of fuel
trucks to keep it moving. Imagine
how much resources a mecha would
require. All that aside, as weapons,
mechas make up the cogs of war.
There are occasional series like Patlabor that exhibit mechas in a law
enforcement capability, but more
often than not, one will see mechas
on the front lines. Perhaps the most
over-quoted thesis from famed military scientist Carl von Clausewitz is
“War is a continuation of politics by
other means.” One cannot separate
the political objectives from the military objectives of war. This brings
us off the subject of mechas for a bit,
but bear with the subject.
With a few exceptions, the
worlds of mecha series are invariably Prussian in atmosphere. By that
I mean that the societies depicted are
nationalistic, heavily-militarized,
politically-polarized, and tumultuous. The separation between soldier
and civilian is blurred to the point
where the latter might as well be the
former. Governments are either corrupt democracies or ruthless dictatorships. Either way, people have
Caption sources:
Anime News Network, Wikipedia, YouTube. TSUNAMI
MECHA
EDITION

Screenshots by Chris Yi. Code Geass and all related images © SUNRISE/PROJECT GEASS, MBS
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Suzaku Kururugi gets ready to launch
from his Lancelot Knightmare Frame
mecha in Code Geass.
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“War is a continuation of politics
by other means.”
- Carl von Clausewitz
very little say in how their country
is run. The only way they can voice
their opinion is through action in
the streets or the occasional popular
uprising, violent or otherwise. Some
of these societies are aristocratic. It’s
not uncommon to find characters
being part of the nobility or at least
being descended from nobility, if
said nobility has become functionally irrelevant save for a title being
something cool to put in front of
your name. In some Gundam series,
the conflict between the aristocracy
and commonwealth is the very impetus for war. In the Universal Century timeline, the Zeons are a principality fighting the ostensibly more
egalitarian Federation, though both
sides are neither completely good
nor evil. A more contemporary
example of this aristocratic world
would be Code Geass. However, one
should note that Code Geass was not
originally intended to be a mecha
show. We have meddling executives
to thank for that, not that anyone is
complaining.
Yes, the worlds of mecha are
very much like Europe in the years
leading up to the First World War.
Even the uniforms of these series
evoke an Imperial European feel:
high boots, scalloped pockets, brocade, and chests full of medals that
may or may not have been rightfully
earned. In some cases, officers might
carry swords or sidearms that might
be more at home in mid-century
Germany than they would the future. It would seem rather odd that
fashion would take a step backwards
like that, but then again militar12

ies throughout history have always
tried to harken back to the glory
days of whenever the last victory
was achieved. Appearance of glory
equated glory.
One of the glaring differences between Imperial Europe and
mecha animes (aside from the fact
that Imperial Europe lacked fighting robots) is the international landscape. At the turn of the twentieth
century, the concept of the nationstate was still fairly new. It was only
after the war that borders were solidly drawn and loyalties defined by
country rather than king or some
other loosely associated international power. In mechas, countries seem
to only be relevant when discussing
a character’s ethnicity. Governments
span continents and sometimes the
entire planet. The only area where
geography affects sovereignty is outer space in the form of orbital colonies. Invariably, the issues of selfsufficiency and independence come
up and provide a dramatic impetus
for war, as it does in the real world.
This Bismarck-ian atmosphere for mechas is not surprising,
considering Japan’s first introduction to colonialism and, in turn,
modern civilization was through
Imperial Europe. In the early days of
Japan’s modernization, everything
German was in vogue. The National
Diet was formed as a German-style
legislature. The Imperial Army was
trained along Prussian lines. Some
of this Germanophilia lingers today
(If there is a white character in an
anime who isn’t American, he will
most likely be German). Even some

Zechs Marquise (right),
the OZ organization’s best
pilot in the 1995 anime series Gundam Wing, wears
a uniform with an Imperial European touch.

Amuro Ray and
mobile suit RX78 Gundam, hero
and mecha of the
1979 anime series
Mobile Suit Gundam, which is the
first and original
Gundam series.

Prussian infantrymen, in 1813.

Images: Clausewitz/Wikipedia, Prussian infantry - http://napoleonistyka.atspace.com,
Ray and RX-78, Marquise,
Char and Zaku
TSUNAMI
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school uniforms resemble those of
German military cadets. All of Japan’s actions in the Second World
War were very much in keeping with
German-style foreign policy, though
not as organized, but just as (if not
more) sadistic. Military and government were one in the same. The man
with the most votes didn’t make the
rules. The man with the most guns
did.
In the mecha series, the
guns are the mechas. But it’s not
just about the number of mechas
at one’s disposal, it’s the quality of
them as well, with the deployment
of new models of mechas often being important plot points (though
Joseph Stalin once said that quantity
is a quality of its own). In Gundam
Wing, the Leo model mobile suit
(mobile suits being this series’ term
for mechas in general) served as the
standard platform. It started out as
a rather effective weapon, at least in
the hands of a pilot like Zechs Marquise, but it quickly turned into the
robotic version of a stormtrooper for
the titular Gundams to tear apart in
the hundreds and in very cinematic
fashion, which was not too much
of a loss as the Leos were probably
one of the most boring mecha designs ever made. But just as those
models suffer a decay in quality, new
models are introduced, the Virgo
model. These mobile suits were different from normal mechas in that
they lacked a pilot, realizing one of
military’s longest dreams: completely disposable personnel. Of course,
this is more a dream of functionality
rather than politics, but this is cer-

tainly arguable. This was near the
end of the series, where they were a
surprisingly potent enemy. However, there were other weapons in play
that became far more plot crucial
than new models of mecha.
One of the key aspects of
war that is addressed in mechas is
the constant development of technology in wartime, accelerated due
to accelerated need. This has not
always been the case in the past.
During and before WWI, countries
fought wars with weapons that were
better suited for the last one. In the
American Civil War, small arms
had advanced to the point where
Napoleonic barrages were obsolete
and artillery was accurate enough
to physically annihilate the enemy.
In WWI, it took the European belligerents almost four years to realize
that perhaps mass charges against
machine gun fire was a little out
of date and that these fancy things
called tanks might be of some use.
Militaries have gotten a lot better
over the years, sometimes coming
up with seemingly overpowered
weapons that result in what can only
be described as curb-stomp battles (See: Gulf War). As mentioned
above, newer models of mechas are
introduced piecemeal, but another
running theme is the creation of
weapons of mass destruction. In
many Gundam series, colony drops
are useful tools for creating such destruction. In Gundam Wing, it was
Operation: Meteor that was to be the
opening move of the colonies’ revolt
against Earth rule, dropping colony
X-18999 on the planet while the

Caption sources:
Clausewitz/feature. See Image sources on TSUNAMI
p. 12 for caption sources of all other captions and their
MECHA
EDITION
respective images.
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Zeon’s ace pilot Char Aznable
(right) and his customized Zaku
II mobile suit, from the 1979
anime series Mobile Suit Gundam.
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...And you’re how old?!

Ages of characters in various mecha series:

Gundams mopped up. Thankfully, it
was never carried out and the whole
concept was treated as more a point
of legend among the characters for
the rest of the series (That is, until
Endless Waltz). But one weapon that
seemed to pop out of nowhere in the
final run of the series was the Libra
ship, something of a giant space laser. Space lasers have been another
wetdream of militaries ever since
we realized that we can put stuff in
space. But unlike in real life, where
scientific development of these sorts
of weapons can take years, even under the best conditions…in mechas,
they can be revealed at the last minute for a grand finale. Despite the
accelerated development, massive
weapons developments do reflect
the real life fact that in war, every
country will try to get an edge with
new technology.
Logically, being about war,
mecha series begin in the middle of
hostilities, or right when they begin.
The political events leading up to
the violence are mentioned but not
entirely seen. Keep in mind, an action genre requires action, but the
results of the violence take priority
over the origins of the violence. One
could argue that one is more important than the other, but the message
is invariably the same: war is hell, on
the body and soul. The perspective
of the war bounces back and forth
between the men making the decisions and the men carrying them
out and, at some point, the two will
intersect in a final showdown.
Another common theme in
mecha animes is the use of children
or teenagers as soldiers. It is per14

Amuro Ray - Mobile Suit
Gundam (1979) - Age: 15

haps to be expected for series aimed
towards teenagers to have one as a
protagonist. This is not as unusual
for anime series. There have always
been series with teenagers engaging in combat. But there is something darker about them being on
the front lines of an interplanetary
war. They are not just weapons of
desperation as they are in real life.
They are an integral part to the overall strategy, sometimes even having
these teenagers trained from childhood to be soldiers in top-secret
programs. It is not always clear why
governments would choose to entrust these advanced and quite expensive pieces of machinery in the
hands of personnel who aren’t even
old enough to smoke since, in real
life, child soldiers are almost always
used more as cannon fodder. However, mecha series always take the
responsible and dramatic route to
explore the morality and the consequences of this practice, which is especially jarring since the ones being
indicted for what is most definitely
a war crime is the side that the protagonist is fighting on. When these
children are not turned into gleeful
sociopaths who would like nothing better than to kill, they become
emotionless husks with no choice
but to kill since there is no place for
them in a peaceful society. Sometimes, it’s this inability to function in
a world without war that drives their
actions, like Chang Wufei’s decision
to join the side of the rebels in Endless Waltz. For him, war was no longer a tool of political change, but the
point itself. No doubt, there is many
a soldier throughout history that has
felt the same way, but it is particularly disturbing when coming from

Kamille Bidan
Mobile Suit Zeta
Gundam (1985) Age: 17

Caption sources: GundamOfficial.com
Compendium,
TSUNAMI(3), Gundam Wikia, Code Geass Wiki, Macross
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Lelouch Lamperouge
Code Geass (2006)

Alto Saotome - Macross
Frontier (2008) - Age: 17

Age: 17
the mouth of a teenager.
Bereft of the politics that
unleash them upon the battlefield,
mechas, while a flashy piece of technology, lack the depth that makes
their actions poignant. The exception that I spoke of earlier is Gundam X, a series that treats mechas
as platform for competition rather
than war. I have to say that this is my
least favorite use of the technology
because it’s shallow and unrealistic,
compared to how realistic a series
about fighting robots can be. The
conflict is no longer about changing
the world, but about winning a competition. One could argue that war,
when boiled down, is just a competition. However, this completely discounts the world changing results of
who wins that competition and the
impact it has on the millions who
never agreed to take part in it. If mechas make the scale of conflict larger, then the politics surrounding get
larger and thus more complicated.

A Special Edition DVD cover
of the 1997 OVA
Gundam Wing:
Endless Waltz

Speaking of the millions affected, civilians play an unusually
small role in mecha animes, save for
the civilian politicians driving the
war. Throughout every war in history, civilian casualties are always
higher than military. In mechas, civilian involvement might get a quick
mention to denote the destructiveness of a particular battle, but never
do they play anything other than the
people who happen to get caught
in the crossfire with the exception
of, again, Endless Waltz (Man, that’s
a great OVA), where they revolt
against the rebel occupiers. In real
life, they often become a key issue
in the prosecution of a campaign,
be it popular support back home or

trouble pacifying occupied territories. Both of these issues are largely
ignored in mechas, as is the experience of being a civilian caught in
no-man’s land. I suppose it might be
forgiven for mecha series to abbreviate this subject, as episodes are only
23 minutes long and have giant robots being front and center on stage.
It is a given that there is an
anime series for any audience or
subject, but you will most likely find
a political drama within a mecha anime. One could describe it as a “come
for the fighting robots; stay for the
intrigue” sort of appeal. Sneaky as
it might be, sometimes people need
to be tricked. Most people think
about war as limited to the violence
within, perhaps aware of the politics
surrounding it but disregarding it in
favor for the spectacle of destruction. Mechas remind viewers that
one cannot exist without the other.
One does not fight a war without a
reason.
Perhaps the best part of this
integration of politics into anime is
that some of the most ardent fans of
this genre don’t realize the real reason why they enjoy it. This is not to
knock the intelligence of the average
viewer of anime, who by the way is
more often than not very intelligent.
It’s a complement to the creators
of these shows to make something
that is superficially action-oriented
into something deeper than almost
anything one can find in the states.
They take what many would find
to be boring, politics, and turn it
back into what it should be: serious
business. Anything that mobilizes
armies of mechanical men has to be
taken seriously.

Images:
Ray,EDITION
Bidan, and Wufei/GundamOfficial, Lelouch - http://code-geass.bandai-ent.com,
Alto/Giantbomb.com, DVD
MECHA
TSUNAMI
cover/Wikipedia
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Chang Wufei
Gundam Wing
(1995) - Age: 15

An Inside Look at Sci-

(Clockwise, starting from upper left) The 2011 anime series
Puella Magi Madoka Magica,
the 1984 Miyazaki film Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind,
the 1998 anime series Cowboy
Bebop, and the 1993 anime
series The Irresponsible Captain Tylor
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-Fi in Anime
by Steven Chan

Caption sources: Anime News Network, IMDb.
Images (3): Nausicaa - http://www.nausicaa.net/miyazaki/nausicaa, Bebop - http://www.lonelyreviewer.com, Tylor - http://hayakuhayaku.wordpress.com. Magica screenshot by Chris Yi. Puella Magi Madoka Magica and all
related images © Aniplex. Nausicaa and all related images © Walt Disney/Studio Ghibli. Cowboy Bebop and all
related images © SUNRISE. The Irresponsible Captain Tylor and all related images © Big West, d-rights, and
Tatsunoko. All images belong to their respective owners.
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Caption source (bottom): MyAnimeList. Macross Frontier and all related images © Big
West, Macross F Production Committee, MBS. Macross screenshot by Chris Yi.

A Gundam mobile suit in the 2007 anime
series Gundam 00

In this feature, my definition of Sci-fi would be a “world”
(taken in a vague sense – it can be Earth, another planet,
or somewhere else in the universe) altered by futuristic
science and technology beyond what we know right now
(therefore, a “fantasized” world with a fantasized science and technology). Varying definitions can be found
in Star Trek and Legend of Galactic Heroes (space operas
and wars), sci-fi novel Brave New World and Akira (futuristic dystopia), The Matrix and Ghost in the Shell (cyberpunk), and sci-fi novel The Left Hand of Darkness and
Aria (“social” science fiction). As we take a closer look,
we’ll see that many elements of traditional Sci-fi exist in
mecha series and other anime series involving mechas in
a smaller role. In fact, you’ll find an authentic Japanese
quality in these elements and designs, like the samuraiesque faces on Gundam mobile suits mentioned above.

Space Operas: Anime meets Star Wars and Star Trek
With the exception of Evangelion (Evangelion is its own
beast), one might say Space Opera themes form the core
of nearly every mecha series. It is worth noting that many
“Space Opera” animes often involve very little space
combat (such as the good ole Mazinger and Getter Robo
series, and Eureka 7). Instead, combat is waged on Earth.
Still, one will find non-stop conflict between the different
warring factions.
Macross is an example of a space opera with excellent music, and this applies to all the original Macross,
Macross Plus, Macross 7, and Macross Frontier anime series. In Macross, music plays an important role in developing the characters’ interpersonal relationships, as well
as in driving the greater military conflict that is happening. The connection between the characters’ relationships
and the larger conflict within the series is deeply influenced by the soundtrack. The music in this anime series
is often as important as the Space Opera and mecha
elements that form the story.
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Ranka Lee singing in the 2008 anime series
Macross Frontier
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Caption source (top): Anime News Network. Gundam 00 and all related images © Sotsu, SUNRISE, MBS. Gundam screenshot by Chris Yi.

Anime has a long love with science fiction, as noted
by the amount of “mecha series.” These robot series are
quite original with their Japanese take on Sci-fi: robots
designed to look cool with a Japanese style, like the samurai look in Gundam. I think it’s worth it to take an introspective look at Japanese Sci-fi series according to more
traditional definitions of Sci-fi.

Caption source (top): Anime News Network. Space Battleship Yamato/Star Blazers and all related images © Voyager Entertainment. Image: Yamato - http://aseriesman.blogspot.com.
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The battleship Yamato, from the 1974 anime series
Space Battleship Yamato (otherwise known as Star
Blazers)

Space opera series do not always need mechas or robots, however. Instead, more “classical-looking” spacecrafts and
spaceships (like the ones in Star Trek and Wing Commander) are often used. Well-known examples include Space Battleship Yamato, The Irresponsible Captain Tylor, Outlaw Stars, Cowboy Bebop and Legend of Galactic Heroes (LOGH).
In Space Battleship Yamato and The Irresponsible Captain Tylor, there are literally ships that can sail on water and
in outer space. Meanwhile, spacecraft designs in Cowboy Bebop have more of a Wing Commander feel to them. By the
way, LOGH is a must-watch for fans who are interested in the history of human conflict and politics.

The classic masters of western Sci-Fi – Isaac Asimov and
Aldous Huxley – have their technology, but their technology is not about big and cool-looking robots waging
war. It is less about specifics of the technology, and more
about how futuristic technology affects the fabric of life –
how advances in artificial intelligence and biochemistry
affect human life, relationships, and politics.

The Internet world of Oz, in the 2009 anime film
Summer Wars
MECHA EDITION

Serial Experiments Lain explores how modern telecommunication and the Internet may affect the very fabric of
human interaction. In a lighter and less-bewildering way,
Summer Wars and Corrector Yui have explored the same
Internet themes. Kaiba explores how memory recording
and engineering changes humanity and politics. Voices of
a Distant Star explores how the limits of telecommunication affect (extremely) long-distance relationships.
TSUNAMI

Caption source (bottom): Anime News Network. Summer Wars and all
related images © SUMMERWARS FILM PARTNERS. Image: http://www.
projectsaber.com.

Depictions of technological interaction with human life in anime
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The futuristic worlds of Akira and Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind are not necessarily futuristic in terms of
technology. In fact, in some ways, humans have backtracked in technology in both films after Earth descends
into disrepair, thanks to misuses of science and technology. Anything “futuristic” that appears in both films is
a curse. Our heroes in these films battle to counter the
technological curse in these futuristic worlds.
Futuristic technology is portrayed as a dystopian curse in
She, The Ultimate Weapon. Unlike Akira and Nausicaa,
our heroes have no choice but to embrace and accept the
curse. Be sure to have plenty of tissues ready when you
watch She, The Ultimate Weapon.

Neo-Tokyo, in the 1988 anime film Akira

Caption source (bottom): Anime News Network. Aria and all related images ©
Kozue Amano/MAG Garden - ARIA Company. Image: http://www.epicwin.org.

In a complete 180-degree turn from messed-up worlds,
Aria presents the perfect futuristic utopia in Mars. While
Aria is a coming-of-age anime series with a calming atmosphere, many aspects of Sci-Fi can be found in Aria
– such as space flight and planetary eco-engineering.
Many aspects of fantasy and mythology are also explored
in Aria.

Artwork for the 2008 anime series Aria
the Origination
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Caption source (top): IMDb. Akira and all related images © Katsuhiro
Otomo. Image: http://neotokyopedia.wikia.com/wiki/Neo-tokyopedia_Wiki.

Dystopias and Anime
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Contemporary Series: Back to the Future
Time travel has always been part of the standard recipe
in many science fiction works. Two recent anime series – Steins;Gate (currently airing) and Puella Magi
Madoka Magica (finished airing a few months ago) have
explored many concepts of time travel. The latter has
hit the Japanese anime industry by storm, thanks to the
series' foreshadowing of events, plot twists, and magical girl genre deconstruction. The former is based on an
award-winning Japanese X-Box 360 visual novel (not an
Eroge, which stands for Ero-Game or adult game).

Caption
source:
Anime News Network. Steins;Gate and all related
images
MECHA
EDITION
TSUNAMI
© 5pb., Nitroplus. Screenshot by Chris Yi.

Shiina Mayuri marvels at a rare toy that
scientist Hououin Kyouma is holding while
awaiting a press conference for a time machine, in the 2011 anime series Steins;Gate
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*Editor’s note:
The following reviews contain a small amount of
plot-related spoilers, but none which I would consider “huge” spoilers that would ruin a show for you
that you haven’t watched yet. In some cases, I will
describe how I feel about the plot or certain plot
points (ex. “This show’s ending was -insert adjective
here-”), but I will not reveal any story details regarding the characters in those situations...so that extreme spoilers can be avoided. I will mention themes
and messages that I believe the shows are trying to
express, however.
Basically, the following reviews contain little to no
spoilers regarding plot/story (outside of what you
can find in a show’s plot synopsis/beginning of its
story)...still, reader beware.
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Looking back, and from above

Inspector Real Mayar turns around to see what’s
behind her during a raid for an escaped Autorave
(android) at the abandoned Immigration Bureau
Facility, in the 2006 anime series Ergo Proxy.
Caption sources: Anime News Network, IMDb, Wikipedia.
MECHA
EDITION
TSUNAMI
Screenshot
by Chris
Yi. Ergo Proxy and all related images
© Manglobe.
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(From left to right) Real Mayar, Vincent Law, and Pino

Ergo Proxy (2006), TV-MA, 23 episodes
Genres: Psychological, Sci-Fi, Cyberpunk, Post-Apocalyptic
Directed by Shukou Murase

Ergo Proxy offers something deep and philosophical
in its story. It often references certain works of literature and art, shining a light on fascinating theories
and ideas in philosophy, science, artificial intelligence,
memory, knowledge, and self-awareness. The show’s
24

creators do this by revealing footnotes before the end
credits of nearly each episode, giving this anime series
a sort of multi-textual appeal. However, it is not without problems. At times, the plot can be wandering and
unclear to the audience. The very idea of a Proxy is
hazy and isn’t explored in an entirely satisfactory manner. This dissatisfaction applies to a couple more key
plot points which didn’t seem to make any sense at all.
In any case, I’d definitely recommend watching Ergo
Proxy more than once so that some things make more
sense to you upon your repeat viewing. You’ll notice
things that you missed the first time but, as I mentioned, there will be a couple of moments that raise
your eyebrow. Lastly, I couldn’t help but feel some disappointment…especially with the ending, which felt
abrupt and like a missed opportunity. Ergo Proxy simply went in a different direction than I had expected.
This little tangent shouldn’t discourage your interest
in this anime series, however. It’s an incredibly welldone production, boasting outstanding art direction.
It delivers a shadowy and gloomy atmosphere, hitting
the right tone for the anime series. Ergo Proxy also
manages to offer a cinematic quality to each episode,
with unique angles and effects added as if from an
actual camera. If you’re willing to read the footnotes
that accompany nearly each episode and think about
the ideas, people, and works that these episodes touch
on, you’ll come away with an anime series that delves
into thought-provoking ideas about life and death. It’s
about a journey into the unknown, and reflecting on
the darkness and uncertainty you find there, whether
you’re setting foot in the outside world…or searching
within yourself. Just don’t be surprised when you find
something disappointing there.
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Anime info: Anime News Network. Screenshots by Chris Yi. Ergo Proxy and all related images © Manglobe

Throughout its run, Shukou Murase’s Ergo Proxy
proves to be an intelligent and thought-provoking
experience. Still, it can’t help but feel uneven and incoherent at times, and comes across as a slight disappointment at its end. Its story takes place in a postapocalyptic future, and focuses on three characters,
one of which is Intelligence Bureau inspector Re-l
Mayer (also spelled “Real Mayar”). She and her Autoreiv (that is, android…and also spelled “Autorave”)
servant Iggy set out to investigate mysterious murders
committed in Romdeau City, the only utopia built and
left remaining during a global ecological disaster. Re-l
and Iggy are also on the lookout for escaped Autoreivs
infected with the Cogito Virus, a disease that causes
them to shake off human control and allows them to
become self-aware. With a vulnerable city like Romdeau, infected Autoreivs are a big problem. Besides
Re-l, who is also the granddaughter of the Regent (the
city’s lead advisor), Vincent Law plays a key role in
the story as an Autoreiv Control Division worker. He
is an immigrant trying to become a fellow citizen by
helping with the effort to eliminate infected Autoreivs.
Along with a small, caretaking Autoreiv called Pino,
Re-l and Vincent must unravel a conspiracy involving
Proxy, a mysterious monster that the Regent has been
keeping under wraps. The answers they must uncover
will lead them outside of the protective dome of Romdeau City…and beyond. What exactly is Proxy? What
is outside the dome?

Although Yoshimasa Hiraike’s Working!! (also called Wagnaria!!) is pleasant enough, it doesn’t have
enough laughs to keep it from being a bit bland. It takes
place at a family restaurant in Hokkaido, Japan called
Wagnaria, and focuses on 16-year-old high school student Takanashi Souta as he works alongside odd coworkers. They include Taneshima Poplar, another high
school student who is a year older than Souta but much
shorter (and often mistaken for an elementary/middle
school student); Shirafuji Kyouko, the stern-looking
28-year-old boss who doesn’t work; Todoroki Yachiyo,
the crew chief with a spring in her step…and a katana
by her waist; and Inami Mahiru, a waitress with severe androphobia (fear of men) and a devastating right
hook. Along with other employees at Wagnaria, Souta
has his hands full as he deals with the daily grind of the
restaurant and its customers.
To me, the main problem with Working!! is that it just
isn’t funny enough. I’ll admit that I’m not one to easily laugh-out-loud, but I could barely muster anything
more than a smile or a chuckle at most of the jokes and
sight gags. It’s funny to see a waitress with a katana
walking around, and a dysfunctional boss (The Office
– British or American – anyone?). The characters seem
fun on paper, but it’s hard to become attached to them
or the series. That’s probably because that isn’t supposed to be the point of a slice-of-life comedy; it’s supposed to give you a few laughs after a hard day’s work.
However, I think that kind of kinship (laughing with/at
characters you know best) can be incredibly important
in a memorable slice-of-life comedy. That doesn’t mean
that Working!! didn’t try to do this, of course, with the

occasional flashback and back story. Still, the fact that
it’s a slice-of-life comedy anime is a big problem in developing this connection: first of all, anime series only
seem to last one or two seasons in general, making it
hard to keep any audience-character relationship intact
and genuine. I look back on American sitcoms I’ve enjoyed in the past (like Seinfeld, The Office (US), How
I Met Your Mother) and, although American sitcoms
and slice-of-life anime comedies are two very different
things, I think a correlation can still be made between
the success of a show and the multiple amount of seasons it’s been allowed to run (money-making aside),
which is usually much more than two seasons. It’s because the audience has been able to develop a strong
connection to the characters in those shows. Secondly,
this might sound weird, but I also think there may be
a language issue with comedy. Some things may sound
funnier when said in your own language, rather than
when they are said in a foreign one. Now, when I say
this, I don’t mean that jokes in English sound funnier
than those in Japanese; I just mean that there’s a nuance,
art, and timing that comes with comedy that can get
lost in translation in a show like Working!!. Of course,
there were many moments and jokes that I found amusing in this workplace anime series, but they never really
amounted to much at the end. Fortunately, for those of
you who are fans of Working!!, the anime series will be
getting a second season, news of which has been confirmed earlier this April (Anime News Network). Like
the first season, I’m sure that Working!! will be agreeable enough in its second season. However, I hope it
works on its comedic chops a little bit more.

Grade: C+

(From left to right) Souta, Poplar, Kyouko, Yachiyo, and Mahiru
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Anime info: Anime News Network, MyAnimeList. Screenshots by Chris Yi. Working!! and
all related images © Karino Takatsu/SQUARE ENIX, “WAGNARIA!!” Project.

Working!! (2010), TV-14, 13 episodes (first season)
Genres: Comedy, Slice-of-Life, Workplace
Directed by Yoshimasa Hiraike

Reviews

Fractale (2011), TV-14, 11 episodes
Genres: Adventure, Sci-Fi, Fantasy
Directed by Yutaka Yamamoto

The mothership of Granites Village
but I started to lose interest in it as it went along. At
the end, it comes up short on the full-blown adventure
that it wanted to be. I respect the aspirations it tried to
reach with its message of what it means to be truly human and how you’re supposed to go about being that
way. However, it just never gels well with the spirit of
adventure that Clain’s journey is supposed to have.
In addition, a few things ruin Fractale’s flow, like the
somewhat-extreme violence that surprisingly occurs
once in a while…and the relationship that Phryne’s father has with Phryne. I’m not against extreme violence
and whatnot, but it feels unnecessary and doesn’t make
the story seem more interesting than it would be without it. Fractale isn’t bad, and Yamamoto probably didn’t
deserve the poor ratings that he got. Still, a series like
this should deliver something more and be really special. Unfortunately, despite Yamamoto’s best efforts, the
results are decidedly mixed. Fractale ends up as a comFractale starts out nicely enough, with an interesting petent adventure tale that feels as if it should’ve been
premise and a good introduction to its fantasy world, better.

Grade: B-

(From left to right) Nessa, Enri, Phryne, and Clain
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Anime info: Anime News Network, MyAnimeList. Screenshots by Chris Yi. Fractale and all related
images © FUNimation Entertainment/A-1 Pictures Inc., Fractale Production Committee.

A few months ago, director Yutaka Yamamoto retired
from anime after saying repeatedly that he would do so,
if Fractale did not become a huge success (it remains
uncertain as to how long this retirement will be). As you
can surmise, Fractale did poorly, with some of its ratings
being the lowest ever for its animation block (Source:
Ani.me magazine). Fractale is set in a far-away future,
where people rely extensively on a computer network
system called Fractale in order to live in comfort and
peace. In exchange, the Fractale system uses “terminals”
found inside people’s bodies to collect personal information from time to time. This all takes place at a coastal region filled with rocky terrain and green grass. After
meeting a mysterious girl called Phryne and a cheerful
avatar called Nessa, Clain (a boy interested in old technology) goes on an adventure to find out that all is not
as it seems with the system of Fractale.

*Note: This review only covers the first 13 episodes of this grace. Iso seems to have great confidence and comfort
series
with his animation and direction, with each episode
flowing smoothly along. Time doesn’t seem to stand
I’ve only watched a little over half of Mitsuo Iso’s Den- still when I watch an episode, and I’m often amazed
nou Coil so far, but it’s safe to say that Iso has created an at how quickly the time passes after I finish watching
incredibly delightful and entertaining work with this one. With Dennou Coil, Iso has created something that
anime series. It centers on a girl named Yuko Okonogi is immensely satisfying. It glides easily from moments
(nickname “Yasako”), who moves to a new place called of lighthearted humor to ones filled with surprising
Daikoku City. She lives in a world where people are able suspense and kinetic energy, thanks to an engaging
to wear eyeglasses that are connected with the Internet, soundtrack that draws you in to the tone of the moallowing them to see an “augmented reality” filled with ment. In addition, Iso uses a washed-out and bleached
virtual pets, cute yet dangerous antivirus software pro- color to his animation, which helps in establishing the
grams, and the like. Another girl with the same name wistful and yearning feeling that you get from watching
(Yuko “Isako” Amasawa) is also featured, as a veteran the show. It may be because they are children, but I also
cyberspace hacker. As Yasako joins her grandmother’s find it easy to care and tag along with the characters in
“cyber-investigation agency,” which is comprised of fel- the story. Meanwhile, the cyberspace that is the basis of
low children using “cyber-glasses,” the story follows her the story is inventive, providing a fantastic background
and her friends and family as she discovers the imagina- for the characters to play around in. This is an anime
tive world of cyberspace in the streets of Daikoku City. series that has little to no flaws (except, perhaps, for one
particular episode involving a certain creature, which
From the first episode to the halfway point, Dennou Coil may be too childish in its tear-jerking nature). At times,
has fascinated me to no end. Although I haven’t seen Dennou Coil genuinely tugs at the heartstrings with astoo many anime series, I think this particular one is the tute observations regarding childhood and friendships.
first that I’ve seen to have matched that of master ani- So far, it’s been an unbelievable pleasure to watch…and
mator Hayao Miyazaki’s work, in terms of feeling and I hope it continues to be so until the end.

Grade: A

Yasako (middle left) and Fumie (middle right) flee from
antivirus software program Satchii (far center).
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Anime info: Anime News Network, MyAnimeList. Screenshots by Chris Yi. Dennou Coil and
all related images © Mitsuo Iso/Tokuma Shoten – CyberCoil Production Committee.

Dennou Coil (2007), TV-PG, 26 episodes (first 13 eps.)
Genres: Sci-Fi, Comedy, Drama, Adventure
Directed by Mitsuo Iso

Ma
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Artwork by Kristen McGuire
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Wanna join the ride? Hop on at
http://www.terrapinanime.org

Find more Tsunami fanzine content at
http://tsunamifanzine.wordpress.com
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